Cultural Relation Mining on Wikipedia
1.

According to Wikipedia…

2.

3.

4.

Most similar to
Ukrainian music?

 Results


Agreement: How similar are our results for different cultural
aspects?
Example: Similarity of Russian cultural aspects
with other countries

Best understanding
of Spanish cuisine?
Most culturally interesting in Europe?
Most interesting
cultural aspects?

 Objective

Agreement based on similarity
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For each language/country,
we produce a ranked list of (i)
most similar, (ii) best
understood and (iii) most
interesting countries based on
each cultural aspect and
based on each metric.

Tf-Idf global similarity
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Agreement based on understanding

Assess cultural relations between European countries  by analyzing
different language editions of Wikipedia and their description of &
interest in several cultural aspects of other countries.

Agreement based on interest

In several cases, high levels of
agreement can be observed
between cultural aspects,
pointing to a consistent relation
being measured.

 Data
Wikipedia Articles Dataset: 9 different cultural aspects over 33
European countries in 27 different language editions
Outlinks: All linked WP concepts contained in the articles about a
cultural aspect
Views Counts: Page views of the cultural aspect articles in each
separate language edition

 Method (metrics)
 Cultural Similarity

While for understanding, the
agreement tends to be
medium/high, for similarity and
interest it is notably lower for
many aspect pairs.



Validity: comparing with further (external) data

The European Social Survey

Proximity and similarity (acc. to Tobler)

Interest between countries  Similarity
score based on European Social Survey
items on shared values. All aspects tested
separately, linear regression.

For all language editions: Difference of
similarity scores with neighboring countries
w.r.t. average similarity of non-neighbours
(Example: Music)

inv. doc. freq. j concept freq. in A j concept freq. in B

Example:
Similarity between German and Italian music
A – set of concepts from German music articles, aggregated over all languages
B – set of concepts from Italian music articles, aggregated over all languages
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Example:
Interest of Italian language community in German music
𝑙 – Italian Wikipedia, 𝑙 – other Wikipedia,
𝑙, 𝑜) – set of articles from “Musica tedesca" article in Italian Wikipedia,
𝑂 – set of articles about country specific music, 𝐿 – set of Wikipedias
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R2 of a complete regression model
controlled for multicollinearity is 0.132

Migration Data
Pearson’s correlation, for cuisine only:

 Cultural Understanding
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Example:
Understanding of German music by Italian language community
A' – set of concepts from German Wikipedia article "Musik in Deutschland" (native definition)
A'' – set of concepts from Italian Wikipedia article "Musica tedesca" (external definition)
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understanding –
migration
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Consistently higher similarity for
neighbors, but not consistent regarding understanding and affinity
Weak relation with ESS and
migration data
Turkers identified 99% of high/low
similarity pairs correctly (cuisines)

